CAPE NEW BUILD

Making the most of the
outdoor space, the patio
has two distinct entertaining
areas, one with a small pool.
The outdoor furniture is from
Weylandts and the shutters
from Plantation Shutters.

The

DREAM

team

This Fresnaye apartment
makes a simple, elegant
style statement

WHO LIVES HERE
Property developer Nick Godwin
and his wife, Michelle, who both love
entertaining, and their toddler.

THE HOUSE
A two-bedroom, two-bathroom
apartment in Fresnaye, Cape Town,
with an open-plan kitchen, living and
dining areas, a study/nursery, patio
and a small pool.
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T

he Atlantic Seaboard is an
architectural mix of residential
styles, from high-rise apartments
and beach-fronting units to
single-dwelling houses. One of its more
sought-after areas is Fresnaye, sprawled
across a swathe of land on the sea-facing
slopes of Lions Head. It’s known for
its gracious homes, wide avenues and
established gardens all protected from the
summer south-easterly wind. Here, a new
build is relatively rare. One of a recently
completed cluster of five apartments,
however, is the new home of Nick and
Michelle Godwin. 
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THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM FAR
LEFT: Striped fabric from Hertex
adds pattern to the neutral patio.
The jute rug is from Herringbone. A
glass balustrade provides protection
from the wind. A mirrored tray
from Loft Living holds candles from
Weylandts. The L-shaped sofa in
the living area is from Coricraft.
The ottoman and the scatter
cushions are covered in fabric from
Mavromac & Gatehouse, chosen to
echo the colours of the Atlantic
Ocean. The pendants are from The
Lighting Warehouse.
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The development was completed
in May 2018 by Nick’s company,
CDH Projects, and Michelle set about
completing the interior decor. What
made the project particularly exciting
was that it was the first home they’ve
owned that Nick built. It was also
liberating as, with the exception of a
favourite sofa, Michelle started the
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decor afresh, following the dictates
of her taste and what she discovered
around town and beyond. Her decor
purchases ranged from high-end,
bespoke pieces to popular retail
elements, creating a melange that is
entirely unique and very satisfying.
The living area, dining space and
kitchen are open-plan, defined by

features such as a marble kitchen island.
This opens onto a neat, comfortable
patio, with small pool, which effectively
doubles as an additional room, designed
for entertaining and outdoor living
whenever the Cape weather permits.
Shutters screen off the living room
as required.
The original plan had the bedrooms

at the front of the house, but the
pair switched things around and the
bedrooms are now at the rear, for
more privacy. Michelle’s favourite
spaces are the bathrooms (“I have a
thing for bathrooms…” she says). The
second, small bathroom is windowless,
which initially concerned her, but
with subtle, thoughtful decor and 
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design, it’s not a drawback. Plenty of
cupboards and storage space keep the
spaces clutter-free.
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Although Michelle had carte
blanche with regard to the interior
decor, her approach was informed

by a few practical and personal
considerations: The entire living space
had to be guest-friendly. As Nick is
an enthusiastic entertainer, it was
important to ensure a flow from the
indoor to the outdoor living areas.
The couple also have a toddler, whose
busyness had to be borne in mind. And,
as Nick is not a fan of carpeting, they
installed timber flooring throughout.
They both wanted to avoid the cliché
of a ‘shabby chic’ beach house, and went
with a simple, elegant look. The palette
is predominantly white and neutral,
with a nod to the seaside nature of the
suburb in the occasional splashes of
cobalt, aquamarine and turquoise.
The couple didn’t want to complicate
the interiors with artwork, but one
spectacular piece by Australian-based
artist Catherine Taylor makes all the
art statement one could need. To

Michelle, it’s not only appreciated
for its sentimental value (Taylor is an
aunt), but also as it’s truly majestic.
The colours, serendipitously, work well
with the striking deep-blue walls of the
living area.
An unexpected win was that the
townhouse complex’s underground
parking raised the whole structure by
around eight metres, which meant that
the patio and living area now have a
sea view. Michelle’s delight in creating
something new and distinctively
personal out of a raw build is palpable:
she has achieved something fresh and
inviting here. 

Michelle bought the marble slab for the kitchen island at Marble Gallery, where the
team trimmed the piece to specifications. Michelle found the perfect wooden table for the dining area at Block & Chisel. The chairs,
from Velvet Home + Living in George on the Garden Route, have low-slung arms and are especially comfortable. The teal-blue of the
walls was a bold choice but one that Michelle’s particularly delighted with. The striking artwork is by Catherine Taylor, a family
member now based in Australia. In the bathroom, the black-framed shower screen was made on site by Nick and his team. Timber
flooring was installed throughout by Eco Oak Flooring. Throws and scatters from Weylandts enhance the neutral scheme of the
main bedroom. The headboard is from Coricraft.
THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT:
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